Introduction
Abdominal ultrasonography (US) is the imaging method used per primam in pancreatic evaluation and related pathology (inflammatory and tumoral), being considered as a non-invasive, reproducible and accuracy technique [1] . Elastography is an imaging technique for assessing tissue stiffness with extensive applications in the evaluation of the breast, thyroid, lymph nodes, and skin [2] . There are various elastography techniques, one of them being elastography by a pulse of acoustic radiation (ARFI) method [3] .
Using ARFI, qualitative and quantitative determination of the tissue stiffness can be obtained. This is technically feasible with acoustic emission pulses within a region of interest (ROI) that produce a tissue displacement that will generate acoustic shear waves (SW) [4] . Both local impact of the acoustic pulses and also the data regarding the SW that are generated, propagated, and received are framed into a function of the elastic modulus (Young's modulus) [5, 6] . The values of this function will represent SW velocity (SWV) at the ROI level, a velocity that is directly proportional with expressing the tissue stiffness. SW may come from a variety of sources including an acoustic pulse generated by a radiation and can be generated in the tis-sue by applying a directional force [3] . A high SWV is found in the stiffer tissue [7, 8] . There are several methods for performing SW elastography (SWE): 2D-SWE, point SWE, and transient elastography (TE) [9] [10] [11] [12] .
ARFI imaging technique through Virtual Touch Tissue Quantification (VTQ) software (Virtual Touch™ -Tissue -Quantification, Siemens ACUSON -S2000, Mountain View, CA, USA) produces SW secondary to mechanical excitations within the ROI. Subsequently, SW is propagated in the ROI and detected and analyzed according to correlation algorithms [4] . Implementation of the ARFI technique in evaluating liver stiffness has been evidenced in numerous studies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The fact that ARFI can be coordinated under the 2D-US guidance is a real advantage.
Point SWE has proven diagnostic assessment in liver fibrosis in patients with chronic viral hepatitis B and C, alcoholic and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis [18] [19] [20] [21] . Also, the ARFI technique is used in the assessment of liver fibrosis, in the pathology of the thyroid, breast, prostate, and lymph nodes [9, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
At this moment only a few studies that have assessed the normal range value for pancreatic stiffness have been published [27] [28] [29] [30] . This study will add a contribution to the already published data, by virtue of the necessity for standard values when discussing pathology. This prospective study aims to assess stiffness of the healthy pancreas by the transabdominal ARFI elastography technique.
Material and method
The study was conducted prospectively in a longitudinal manner. All investigations were performed by a single operator after the informed consent of patients was obtained. Local Ethics Committee approval was obtained.
Patients
The rated group comprised 37 healthy subjects, all of them volunteers. Inclusion criteria for the study were: subjects with no history of pancreatic pathology (chronic pancreatitis, diabetes, pancreatic tumours), normal weight (which is corresponding to a body mass index [BMI] range of 18.5-24.9 kg/m²), and without chronic consumption of toxic substances (alcohol and/or tobacco). Subjects were excluded from the study with one of the following: non-visualisation of the pancreas in 2D-US examination (obesity, pancreatectomy, or increased bloating), medial-abdominal scars, history of tumor or radiotherapy in the area of the pancreas, gastro-duodenal prostheses, or gastro-jejunostomy.
Ultrasound and elastography evaluation US and elastography exploration were performed using a 6C1 convex transducer with a frequency between 1.5 to 6 MHz (Siemens Acuson S2000. Siemens Medical Solutions, Mountain View, CA, USA), with the patient positioned supine, after a 12 hour fasting period. The transducer was applied with a minimum pressure, the subject being asked to avoid deep breathing during the examination.
The quantitative analysis was conducted through VTQ software that had allowed measurement of SWV in real time. At first, a 2D-US assessment of the pancreatic parenchyma in all three segments was achieved: head, body, and tail. Then the ROI window with dimensions of 5/10mm was placed in the pancreatic tissue, without contact with the liver parenchyma, adjacent vessels, or structures of the digestive tract. After positioning the ROI window, an ARFI -acoustic impulse was triggered. In a very short time (about 1-2 seconds), SWV was displayed in m/s, along with the depth of the ROI placement ( fig 1) . For each segment of the pancreas 10 measurements were performed. We used transverse or slightly oblique transverse sections. For each subject we used a comparative model between the median (M) and average (m) of 5 versus 10 SWV measurements for each pancreatic segment. Data report regarding the interquartile range (IQR)/Median ratio >0.4 (40%) were excluded as statistically invalid [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
The anterior-posterior diameter of each segment of pancreas was measured. Echogenicity of the pancreas was evaluated in comparison with the parenchyma of the left liver lobe, both overall and for each segment being classified as hypo-(1), iso-(2), or hyperechoic (3). Bloating was quantified as moderate/heavy (1) or minimum (0), after gradual transducer compression of air at this level. The thicknesses of adiposity adjoining the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) (fig 2a) and of the subcutaneous tissue at the epigastric level (fig 2b) were measured in order to evaluate their potential effect on pancreatic tissue stiffness. For some subjects, a progressive pressure with the transducer was needed to favor the displacement of intestinal air, which sometimes obstructed a proper caudal view. For the measurement of the subcutaneous tissue thickness we used a linear 9L4 transducer with a nominal frequency between 4 to 9MHz.
Statistical analysis
The data were processed using Excel 2016 for the Windows 10 and IBM Statistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 20 software. Elements of descriptive statistics such as mean, median and standard deviation (SD) were used. Simple and multiple linear regression among bivariate correlation (Pearson's correlation coefficient) were applied for the relation between SWV values and the rest of the independent variables (abdominal parietal thickness, perivisceral adiposity, BMI, abominable bloating, parenchymal echogenicity, size of the pancreatic segments, depth of the ROI, and age). The t -Test was applied among average and median values between the two groups of SWV measurements: 5 versus 10 measurements. A p value less than 0.05 was interpreted as statistically valid. For every participant, the mean, median, SD and IQR from the corresponding ROI in each of the pancreatic segment were calculated.
Results
In the study group (37 healthy subjects), 15 were men (40.5%), aged between 21 and 33 years, with BMI between 16.08 and 25.20 kg/m² (20.54±2.03 kg/m²). Dimensions of the pancreatic segments are detailed in Table I .
The ratio IQR/Median was less than 0.4 in 83.78% of the measurements performed at the cephalic level, in 78.37% for the corporeal segment and in 67.56% respectively at the tail level. In fig 3 the outliers from the mean depth of the ROI measurements regarding each segment can be seen.
The stiffness analysis corresponding to the cephalic, body and tail level is expressed in Table II ; the average SWV and measurements success rate are highlighted, with the mention that for the cephalic segment 31 subjects were taken into account; for the corporeal 29 and the tail of the pancreas valid measurements in 24 subjects were evidenced. In terms of cumulative average SWV for the entire pancreas a value of 1.216±0.36 m/s (M=1.10) was depicted.
In fig 4 the outliers from the mean SWV values regarding each segment can be seen. In 19 (51.4%) subjects the abdominal bloating was interpreted as minimum. Average adiposity layer adjacent to the SMA was 6.36±1.52 mm (M=6) and the subcutaneous tissue 14.03±4.31 mm (M=14.5).
In multiple linear regression analysis, the ROI depth was the only independent variable that influenced SWV in the cephalic segment, but without a statistical significance. At the body of the pancreas, SWV values are influenced in a percentage of 11.7% by the depth of the ROI. Regarding data for the tail of the pancreas, the only external variable that could influence the values of the SWV turned out to be the abdominal wall thickness (Table III) .
Data regarding 5 measurements per segment
We performed an analysis regarding the accuracy of the data provided by a model with only 5 SWV valid measurements. In this model the average successful measurements were 4.61±0.65 for the cephalic segment (M=5), 4.85±0.035 in the corporeal level (M=5) and 4.72±0.6 for the pancreatic tail (M=5).
The number of evaluable subjects in the group with 5 SWV measurements per segment was similar to those included in the group of 10 measurements. Using the T-test and the same IQR/Median ratio we noticed that descriptive statistical data between the groups with 5 versus 10 measurements per segment were overlapping (Table IV) .
Discussions
The similarity of the mean and median values regarding SWV confirms the uniformity of distributed data. A previous study indicates a directly proportional relationship between the stiffness of the tissue and SWV [36] . SWV values for the healthy pancreas (1.216 m/s±0.36) are similar to those obtained by other authors. Kawada et al achieved a slightly higher average of the SWV of 1.43±0.28 m/s [33] . Mateen et al detected a mean SWV-VTQ value of 1.28 m/s [34] .
It is worth mentioning that Kawada et al used in their study also a 10 measurements/segment, but the number of healthy volunteers was less. The slightly higher mean SWV could be explained by age: 65±14 years, non-pancreatic diseases (chronic hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma) and pancreatic diseases (pancreatic cysts) [33] . Our study included 37 apparently healthy volunteers with an age range between 21 and 33 years, normal BMI, and without any subsequent pancreatic disease. Mateen et al included in their study a larger healthy control group (52 subjects) with a similar age range (39.4±19.7 years), but a total number of 10 measurements were included, divided almost equally between pancreatic segments (3 measurements in the head and tail, and 4 for the body) [34] .
All of the three studies [33, 34] including ours, used the same ultrasound gear (Siemens ACUSON -S2000 with VTQ software).
We used multiple linear regression in the analysis of the factors that could influence independently the SWV at each pancreatic segment: adiposity near the SMA, the thickness of the abdominal wall at the epigastric level, BMI, abdominal bloating, echogenicity of the pancreas, the anterior-posterior diameter of each segment and the depth where ROI was positioned.
From these factors, we surmised that only the depth of the ROI could influence pancreatic SWV values , and this is statistically significant only at the head of the pancreas.
Average and median SWV between the three pancreatic segments are similar in value. We also did not reveal statistically significant differences in the case of comparative analysis between the data provided by 5 versus 10 measurements per segment. Thus, we can assume that 5 measurements would be sufficient to determine accurately the pancreatic stiffness by percutaneous ARFI. In the current literature, data regarding percutaneous ARFI evaluation of the pancreas are related to 10 measurements/segment. In one study [34] minimum number of 3 measurements per segment were used, with similar results regarding the SWV for the normal pancreas.
Relevance of normal reference values lies in the necessity to proper interpret stiffness variations identified by the ARFI technique: a) as a complementary method of diagnosis of acute pancreatitis with a sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp) of 100% and 98% (cutoff value of SWV was 1.63 m/s) [31] ; b) regarding chronic pancreatitis, when a cutoff value of SWV of 1.40 m/s for parenchymal stiffness was significantly increased compared to the healthy pancreas (AUROC=0.78) [30] ; and c) cystic pancreatic pathology was also evaluated in a study aimed at differentiating between mucinous and serous cysts (Se=37.5%-68.8%, Sp=77.3%-100%, PPV=68.8%-100%, and NPV=68.8%-77.3%) [27, 29] .
Findings of pancreatic tissue stiffness by addressing SWE/ARFI percutaneous is limited at this time, as the VTQ software allows a maximum ROI depth up to 8 cm. This, as has been shown, is not an impediment in subjects with normal BMI, but in obese patients could hinder the SWV measuring performance. Abdominal bloating can obstruct in 2D-US mode pancreatic viewing. This study has some limitations. First, the group was formed only from younger subjects, the age range was quite narrow, and therefore extensive assessments regarding the relationship of age and pancreatic rigidity could not be done. A number of subjects proved to be enough to empower the study, but a major limit of the study was represented by the absence of biochemical confirmation that the group was composed of healthy subjects. The data provided by subjects relating to alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking were not sufficient to permit a statistical significant appreciation.
Conclusions
SWV measurement by percutaneous ARFI technique represents a useful imaging method in evaluating the rigidity of the pancreatic parenchyma entirely. The average value of shear wave velocity in the pancreas does not differ significantly between pancreatic segments. The data obtained in the normal pancreas can be used in the future in a comparative assessment of pancreatic inflammatory or tumor pathology. Implications regarding the diagnostic value represents the topic of subsequent studies.
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